
Russia for kids. Family tour. 

7 days / 6 nights 

Day – 1 Moscow 

Arrival in Moscow.  
Meeting with the guide and driver at the airport. 

Explore Russian capital during the City Tour of Moscow. Visit Red 
Square, lined by Moscow's landmark buildings. At one end rises 
the onion-shaped domes of St. Basil's Cathedral, in front of the 
Kremlin stands Lenin's Mausoleum, while on the opposite side, 
the grand GUM department store offers a variety of glamorous 
goods. We will drive along the main streets and explore the main 
Moscow sights. You will get acquainted with the history of the 
capital and can see the city from different angles. We will also visit 
the Sparrow Hills - the largest observation platform in Moscow 
and see the magnificent building of Moscow University. 

Visit Panorama 360 – the highest observation deck in Europe on 
the 89th floor with unlimited residence time. We will take a high-
speed elevator at a speed of 8 m / s in just 52 seconds. Here is the 
real ice cream factory "Clean Line" and the whole process of 
production is visible. And you can eat as much as you want for free! 

Transfer to the hotel and check in. 
Free time. 
Overnight in hotel 

Day – 2 Moscow 

Breakfast in the hotel. 
Meeting with the guide. 

Visiting the Cosmonautics Museum, we will get acquainted with 
the history of Soviet and Russian cosmonautics, Konstantin 
Eduardovich Tsiolkovsky’s projects to realize the human dream of 
space travel. We learn more about the designer Sergey Pavlovich 
Korolev - the founder of practical cosmonautics, will see models of 
the first artificial Earth satellites.       

The first manned flight into space, flights of spacecraft to the moon 
and planets of the solar system, triumphal victories and grandiose 
accomplishments, long-term orbital stations, international 
cooperation in space, cosmodromes and launch vehicles in our 
time - all this and much more in the Cosmonautics Museum of 
Moscow. 

Free time for lunch. 



Visit to The Center for Oceanography and Marine Biology 
Moskvarium.  
It is an oceanarium located in the territory of the VDNJ of Moscow. 
The oceanarium has been built in the field of reconstruction 
works of the exhibition of the achievements of the national 
economy in 2014. The complex was inaugurated on August 5, 
2015 by the mayor of the Russian capital Sergei Sobyanin and the 
President of the Russian Federation Vladimir Putin. With 53,000 
m², the Moskvarium is the largest oceanarium in Europe. 

Return to the hotel. 
Free time.  
Overnight in hotel 

Day – 3 Moscow 

Breakfast in the hotel. 
Meeting with the guide.  
Full day visit to Dream Island - an amusement park in the 
central part of Moscow. 
The park consists of 9 thematic zones, including more than 40 
attractions. Entertainment without limits is waiting for you all 
year round in the indoor park! 
Take on breathtaking rides, meet iconic cartoon characters, 
dine in atmospheric restaurants, and take home a piece of 
Dream Island from branded stores. 
Fantasy Zones: Smurf Village, Hello Kitty, Ninja Turtles, Mowgli 
in the World of Dinosaurs, Hotel Transylvania, Abandoned 
House, Dream Race,  Snow Queen's Castle and Fairytale Village. 

*There are no age restrictions, but children under 90 cm tall are not allowed to visit attractions. Children with a
height of 90 to 130 cm must be accompanied by an adult on the rides. Independent visits to attractions are 
possible with a height of 130 cm. 

Return to the hotel. 
Free time. 
Overnight in hotel 



Day – 4 Moscow - St. Petersburg 

Breakfast in the hotel. Check out at the hotel. 
Meeting with the guide. Transfer to the railway station. 
Take SAPSAN high speed train to St. Petersburg (4 hours ride). 

Arrival in St. Petersburg. Meeting with the guide and driver. 

During a sightseeing tour of St. Petersburg, we will get a great 
opportunity to get acquainted with the historical center of the 
city in a short time, to see the most famous squares of the city: St. 
Isaac's Square, Palace Square, Senate Square, etc. We will pass 
along Nevsky Prospect and other central streets, admire the 
unique architectural ensembles and monuments (Palace Bridge, 
Hermitage, Kazan Cathedral, Church of the Savior on Spilled 
Blood), see the beautiful Neva with a view of the Peter and Paul 
Cathedral and the Peter and Paul Fortress, see the Spit of 
Vasilyevsky Island, The Bronze Horseman, Kunstkamera and 
much more. 

We will visit the Peter and Paul Fortress - a unique monument of history, architecture and fortification art of 
the 18th-20th centuries. The dominant architectural ensemble – the Peter and Paul Cathedral, is one of the 
symbols of St. Petersburg, the tomb of the Imperial House of Romanov. 

Transfer to the hotel and check in. 
Free time. 
Overnight in hotel 

Day – 5 St. Petersburg 

Breakfast in the hotel. 
Meeting with the guide. 
Interactive excursion “Feel yourself a Firefighter”. 
  We will meet with the real fire fighters, who will gladly 
introduce us to the structure of the fire departments of St. 
Petersburg, fire engines, the training ground of the Ministry 
of Emergency Situations and the most heroic profession - the 
Fireman. 
 Children could: 
- sit behind the wheel of a real fire truck; 
- see how a fire extinguisher works in practice; 
- explore what equipment firefighters use to fight with the 
fire and smoke and to save people; 
- we will visit the plane, sit at the helm; 
- see the ship, train and helicopter; 

- try on helmets and uniforms of firefighters; 
  This excursion is a great possibility to get new knowledge:  
- how and where alarm calls are received; 
- what is the speed of response and features of the departure 
of firefighters to an alarm; 
- what are the standards for the speed of putting on uniform 
clothing; 
- we will find out what safety rules should be taken into 
account when using pyrotechnics, sparklers, garlands and 
what to do if something goes wrong; 



*If the weather is bad outside, in order to warm up and take a break, the program includes a visit to a classroom
and watching a short film about the work of the Ministry of Emergencies. 
 Free time for lunch. 

 Excursion to the Water Museum. 

"The Universe of Water" (multimedia exhibition in the 
premises of the former underground reservoir of clean 
water of the Main Waterworks). Everything here is about 
water. Water as the greatest mystery. Water is like medicine. 
Water as a destroyer. Water as a standard. Water is like 
music. Multimedia technologies and effects combined with 
hands-on exhibits. The space surrounding visitors is 
changeable, as the water itself is changeable: sounds, video 
sequences, light moods change. 

Return to the hotel. 
Free time. 
Overnight in hotel 

Day – 6 St. Petersburg 

Breakfast in the hotel. 
Meeting with the guide. 

Excursion to Russian railway museum.  

Museum complex is Russia’s main railway museum and is 
among the world’s largest railway museums. We opened on 
October 30, 2017.  
The museum complex is spread over a vast area. It has two 
buildings — an old locomotive depot building and an eye-
catching modern building. The buildings are connected with 
a suspension bridge to make a single structure. 
Museum tours include visiting a collection of rare and 
legendary steam trains, locomotives, electric locomotives, 
railcars and other rolling stock.  
This museum is a venue where adults and children alike will 
gain a lot of knowledge about the history of railways and rail 
transport, railway jobs, modern and outdated technologies, and, at the same time, we trust the museum will 
become an inviting amusement park and a favorite attraction for the whole family. 

Free time for lunch. 

Today we will visit the Grand Maket Russia – a private 
museum in St. Petersburg. It is a model made on a scale of 1:87, 
with an area of 800 m², where the collective images of the 
regions of the Russian Federation are combined. It is the 
largest layout in Russia and the second largest in the world.  

Return to the hotel. 

Free time. 
Overnight in hotel 

Day – 7 St. Petersburg 

Breakfast in the hotel. Check out. 
Meeting with the guide. 
Transfer to the airport.  


